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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2008, with the aim to stop child labour and improve the economic stability of the
vulnerable families in India, SIVA Trust with funding from TdH-NL has initiated the
‘Revolving Fund’ programme in Tirunelveli district of Tamil Nadu. Around Rs. 40 lakhs was
provided a revolving fund by TdH-NL to SIVA Trust for financing women, minorities and
weaker sections of the society in rural villages and urban slums in Tirunelveli. Loans at
affordable interest rates were provided to target beneficiaries.
This report details the progress and outcomes of the Revolving fund, along with case studies
of success stories from the field. Besides this, the report also puts forth list of
recommendations and suggestions to improve the efficiency of the current processes and
systems, accelerate the project and further deepen its impact.
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STUDY OBJECTIVES & METHODOLOGY
Purpose of the Assignment
TdH-NL has assigned the consultant for “Monitoring of TdH-NL’s Revolving Fund
Program” implemented in Tirunelveli district of Tamil Nadu by SIVA Trust. Specific
objectives of this assignments are;
1. Document the progress of TdH-NL’s Revolving Fund program
2. Assess outcomes & impact of the fund among lives of the beneficiaries
3. Recommendations to accelerate the project for sustained impact including scope for
Resource Mobilization
Key tasks:
● Desk review of project related documents including the proposal, grant agreement,
work plans and budget
● Gain insights about the project in detail through interactions with staffs from
TdH-NL and SIVA Trust
● Make necessary field visits and interact with the field team of Siva Trust and project
beneficiaries to understand the field situation and monitor the progress & outcomes
of the revolving fund
● Document learnings and impact from case studies of selected beneficiaries (minimum
4 numbers)
● Provide recommendations for SIVA Trust on strategies for resource mobilization for
this program and other such initiatives of the Trust
● Develop content for the website and guidance on essentials for organisational
development and resource mobilization
Expected Deliverables/ Outputs
● A final report in word containing
a. Executive Summary
b. Progress and Outcomes of the Revolving Fund
c. Case studies from the field
d. Recommendation for accelerating the project
e. Resource Mobilization Strategies for SIVA Trust
f. Organisational Essentials Package
g. Sources to look out for latest and upcoming funding opportunities
h. Potential donor agencies database including Companies/ CSR
i. Website content
j. Annexures
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Time Frame of the Assignment:
The consultancy was carried out in a timeframe of 3 working days in the month of Dec 2017
and Jan 2018. Field visits to locations and interaction with key staffs and beneficiaries of
SIVA Trust in Tirunelveli was done on Dec 4th & 5th.
ORGANISATION BRIEF- TdH NL
Terre des Hommes –The Netherlands (TdH-NL) is a child rights organisation registered as a
Foundation in the Netherlands, with the aim to improve the quality of life of children who
are living in difficult circumstances all over the world, regardless of race, faith and affiliation.
The Vision of TdH-NL is “A world in which children are no longer exploited. We will
continue our work until this is accomplished” and the Mission statement of TdH-NL is ‘Terre
des Hommes-Netherlands prevents child exploitation, removes children from exploitative
situations and ensures these children can develop themselves in a safe environment’. More
details - www.tdh.nl
TdH-NL has been providing grants to various NGOs in India to support their programmes
including community development focusing on improving the health, education and
economic status of the children, youth and women.
OVERVIEW OF THE REVOLVING FUND PROGRAMME
TdH-NL has provided a revolving fund to SIVA Trust, a charitable organisation based out of
Tirunelveli district in Tamil Nadu, India. Since 1995, with the support of TdH-NL, SIVA
Trust has addressed issues ranging from water sanitation, housing, nutrition, livelihoods,
microcredit, child clubs, pre-schools to shelters for women in need besides relief during
displacements due to the conflict or disasters. This revolving fund was provided to train and
empower the women in their own preferred livelihoods and give access to micro credit for
launching their livelihood activities. The intended outcome of this project is to enable 2000+
deserving women earn adequate incomes through livelihood activities for meeting the basic
needs of the family. With the incomes earned the women can repay their loans; pay the for
better education of their children and take better care of their children while exposing
themselves much less to exploitation.
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INTRODUCTION TO SIVA TRUST
Service Initiative for Voluntary Action (SIVA) Trust was established in the year 1994 by a
team of committed and socially concerned volunteers who were individually doing social
service activities. The organisation is concentrating in developmental activities towards the
rural and semi urban people for their socio economic, health and education status
improvement in Tirunelveli district of Tamil Nadu in India since its inception through its
various development programmes. The target people of the SIVA Trust comprise of all
sections of downtrodden people including the most deprived Arunthathiar community
(usually engaged in scavenging work) and also poor women and children of the rural and
semi urban areas in Tirunelveli district. The Trust operates and designs development
programmes with the following objectives:1. Empowerment and socio-economic development of the downtrodden
2. Empowerment and sustained livelihood for poor women in rural and urban areas
3. Access to savings and credit for income generation of the poor women
4. Quality education and skill development for youth
5. Improving health status of women and children
6. Creating awareness on HIV-AIDS and other contagious diseases
7. Democratising panchayats for local self governance
8. Prevention and eradication of child labour
Website: http://www.sivatrust.org/
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PROGRESS AND OUTCOMES OF THE REVOLVING FUND
Under the partnership between SIVA Trust and TdH-NL, a revolving fund of INR 4 million
was given to the trust. That totals to an amount of INR 2 million given to SIVA trust.
It is interesting to note that as on March 31, 2017, the fund has grown to INR 55,969,500,
calculated from the total loan amount disbursed. The loan is lended to the members at the
rate of 24%, with the condition 12% to remitted back TdH-NL. However it is currently
rotated, resulting in increase in fund value at INR 8,971,491.
The loan has benefitted:
● 147 SHGs
● 2,038 members
● 2,343 is number of loans availed
Key Highlights of the Fund
The table below shows how much benefit has been achieved so far from an initial investment
of Euro 538,803 in the year 2008.
(Amount in INR)
Initial Fund provided by
Growth of the Fund
TdH-NL

Current Fund Value

2,000,000

8,971,491

55,969,500

Beneficiaries

147
Total no. of
Groups (SHGs)

2,038
Self-Help Total
Loans

2,343
Members

Availed Total Number of Loans
availed

Growth of Fund, since 2008

4X

28X

16X

increase in the fund value

increase in growth of fund

rotation of initial fund
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Systems and Processes
The Monitoring Visit also attempted at extensively documenting the systems and processes
in place in handling the Revolving Fund programme and thereby derive best practices and
recommend suggestions, if any.
There are currently 147 SHGs and each group maintain 5 types of group notebooks.
Notebook type
Attendance
Resolution
notebook

Purpose

Filled by

Photo

and Has list of member’s President/ Leader
name accounted with during the group
their monthly savings, meeting
principal repayment and
service
charge
for
internal lending
Resolution
on loan
disbursement of both
internal and RF loan

Savings Ledger

Memberwise
paid

savings

Loan Ledger

Memberwise loan given
and repayment

Cash book

Receipts and Payments

CO on 21-24 during
village visits
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General Ledger

Account-head
details

wise

Besides the above, here are the types of notebooks with the members
● Member passbooks
○ Savings passbook with monthly savings detail
○ Loan passbook with monthly loan taken and repayment details

● RF loan card
○ Has loan taken and repayment schedule documented
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The above systems ensure that the microfinance activities are done in a transparent and
accountable manner. The savings and internal loan lending are done during the monthly
group meetings, and the group leader is given the responsibility to fill the notebooks (like
Attendance, Resolution, Savings, Loan ledgers and member passbooks). Besides this, the
group leader is also responsible for collecting loan repayment amount and recording the same
in RF loan card of the particular member.
Loan Processing
It is during the group meeting, members’ need analysis/ loan requirement is done, where the
member submits a plea requesting loan, along with an approximate amount and the purpose
of the loan. It is to be noted that RF loan cannot be availed by the members for any purpose
other than income generating activities. The group then passes the resolution whether the
member is eligible for the loan amount based on her credibility and requirement.
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During the end of the month, i.e., from 20th to 24th of every month, the Field Associates
visit the village meeting the group leaders (President, Secretary), along with the member
whose loan request is accepted at the group. Two things happen here:
● Loan repayment amount collected from the members is handed over to the FAs by the
group leader. All the amount is pooled in from every group in that particular village by
the FA during that particular day. This is calculated when the FAs write the group
cashbook and general ledger.
● Application form for the member who requested the loan is filled after verification
from the Resolution notebook and the loan amount is immediately distributed then
and there to the particular group member.
Interest rates
It is to be noted that the block that SIVA trust serving is often faced with lack of availability
and accessibility to finance and capital and if available, the interest rates can vary from 5-10%
per month, usually at flat rate of interest. It was for one of the main reasons SIVA Trust,
along with consultation with group members, have decided to provide lending at an interest
rate of not more than 2% per month or 24% per annum.
Currently RF is loaned at 24% per annum to the member. Here is a break up of how the
interest rate or service charge as it is called is divided at.
● 4% is given back to the group
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● 8% is taken out that meets out the monthly office expenses, including staff salaries
● 12% is for TdH-NL; currently is pooled within the group
Growth of Fund
SIVA Trust has retained the accumulated fund of Rs.89,77,491/- (Rupees Eighty Nine Lakhs
Seventy One Thousand Four Hundred and Ninety One Only) as on March 2017 and would
further increase to Rs.97,16,120/- (Rupees Ninety Seven Lakhs Sixteen Thousand One
Hundred and Twenty Only) by March,2018, including the service charges accrued with the
RF supported by TdH-NL.
From the above said Revolving Fund amount with the accumulated service charges, a
maximum amount of Rs. 11,16,944/- (Rupees Eleven Lakhs Sixteen Thousand Nine Hundred
and Forty Four Only) has been decided to be converted as one year grant to support the
project titled "Sustainable Educational Support to needy Children through Socio-Economic
development” of target families for the period of April 2017 to March 2018.
Benefits acquired by RF Loan
On discussion with the Trustees and staffs at SIVA Trust and visiting the members, here are
the list of benefits stated:
● Flat rate of interest versus diminishing rate of interest: It is unfortunate that even
MFIs/ NBFCs working in the area charge flat rate of interest. However, at SIVA
Trust, the revolving fund is given at diminishing rate of interest that gives the
members a sense of relief that their burden of interest is also reduced as the months
pass by.
● Flexible repayment schedule: The SHGs are empowered to fix their own repayment
schedule which might range from 10 months, to 12 months and to even 20 months.
However, currently none of the RF loans are given more than 20 months installment
period. Sometimes, the members repay the loan when seasonal incomes come in well
within the repayment schedule.
● Purpose-driven loans: Every loan given under the RF is conditioned to be used only
for income generating activity which could vary from buying goats/ cattles to aid the
operational expenses of agriculture or invest in any non-farm activity like buying a
sewing machine, setting up petty shops, etc, though with very few exceptions.
Members and staff at SIVA trust both think that having this tag ensures that members
are discipline in their investment and also ensures repayment of the loan
● Systematic doorstep service: It is to be noted that the block has only 1 Nationalised
bank and 3 cooperative banks to serve the financial need of the entire population
there. Clearly, the members felt that accessibility and availability of loan, literally, at
their doorstep is highly appreciated. Importantly, the team has meticulously
routinized the process that a member can be sure of when exactly at what time she
would get the money without fail.
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STORIES FROM THE FIELD
With the aim to capture the outcome and impact of the Revolving fund, 3 levels of case
studies were generated:
● Case studies of 3 women members
● Case study of a women’s SHG
● Case study of a village
Case study of Dhanalakshmi: An Enterprising Woman Farmer and Entrepreneur
Name: Mrs.Dhanalakshmi
Group: Siva Jothi SHG
Village: Vadakku Puliyampatti
Total savings (as on Dec 2017): Rs.7,500/Total Loan taken (as on Dec 2017): Rs.1,35,000/Dhanalakshmi (38) radiated confidence and the various
ventures she undertook provides proof. Starting from
starting a tailoring shop with her husband, Mr.Murugan (40)
to selling tea at the agriculture fields to the labourers. But she
wanted to start a business of her own. “I have been wanting
to start the sweet stall, a business of my own so long,” she
says narrating her story of becoming an entrepreneur.
The journey started when she joined the Siva Jothi SHG
promoted by SIVA Trust in her village Vadakku Puliyampatti. While the savings and internal
lending helped her manage her household expenses, the Revolving Fund proved to be
life-changing. She took her first loan of Rs.20000/- to buy goats, however an unexpected
health issues resulted in her undergoing an operation. Her SHG helped her by providing a
loan of Rs.25000/- to meet her medical expenses. Undeterred she repaid the loan fully and
took loan to buy a tailoring machine for her husband and eventually to start the sweet stall of
her own with the loan amount of Rs.30,000. This has enabled to increase her income from
Rs.3000 to Rs.5500.
“I want to now expand my business. And I know I will be successful,” she brims with joy. It is
evident that the loan provided from SIVA Trust tapped into Dhanalakshmi’s entrepreneurial
passion, serving a guidestar for many such women in her village and around.
From Coolie to an Entrepreneur: Case study of Janaki
Name: Mrs.Janaki
Group: Dhanamanippoo SHG
Village: Vannikonendal
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Total savings (as on Dec 2017): Rs.3,400/Total Loan taken (as on Dec 2017): Rs.50,000/Not able to walk, Janaki (age 45) was not ready to give her dignity away, nor her husband’s,
Maruthapandian (age 50).
“I did not like my husband, serving as a coolie at someone’s business,” says Janaki. ‘We wanted
to start a business of our own,’ she said.
The couples were trying to save up money to invest and start a business of their own for long
time. Janaki tried out variety of job work from home, the latest being beedi rolling, earning a
meagre of Rs.2700 per month. But the couples couldn’t muster up enough capital to start a
business of their own.
It was then, she heard about savings and microfinance activities started by SIVA Trust in her
village. She learnt that through SHGs, SIVA trust gave women at a relatively lower rate,
especially for income generating activities. Though skeptical at the beginning, she took the
initiative to organize women in her village and formed Dhanamanippoo SHG in 2015.
Internal lending helped her manage her household expenses
She decided to take a loan of Rs.30000 and later Rs.20000 to start a scrap shop along with
her husband.
Now both Janaki and her husband work at the scrap shop. While her husband does the
physical activities, she is engaged in running the shop and maintaining the business. Their
hard work has paid - for not only they are working for themselves on their own business, just
like Janaki has dream of, but also the couples earn a monthly turnover of Rs.30,000 from
their business.
Case study of Thangaduraichi: Achieving Financial Independence
Name: Mrs.S.Thangaduraichi
Group: Siva Amman SHG
Village: Vadakku Puliyampatti
Total savings (as on Dec 2017): Rs.5,300/Total Loan taken (as on Dec 2017): Rs.1,10,000/-

“I rarely get to earn my own income. Now I make
Rs.5000 per month from my petty shop,” says
Thangaduraichi (45 years), a shy but energetic
woman. Though wanting, her husband,
Mr.K.Senthoorpandian, never let her work
outside due to her health conditions and the entire family was completely dependent only the
husband’s income.
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With the need to pay for her children’s education expenses, Thangaduraichi, along with her
husband decided to start a petty shop at their home itself. Thanks to Siva Amman SHG
started by SIVA Trust, she availed Rs.20000 as initial investment to set up her small petty
shop and recently got another Rs.30000 to expand her business.
Now the couple is happy as it serves both their economic and social needs and given
Thangaduraichi the financial independence to earn her own money.
Case study of an SHG: Development in Progress
Sowpackiya I is one of the first groups that SIVA Trust formed, as part of the Revolving Fund
programme in Vadakku Puliampatti village of Vannikonendal panchayat. It was earlier
promoted by another NGO working in the area. But due to lack of proper follow-up and any
development activities by the NGO, the group was not functioning. When SIVA Trust’s
Community Organiser entered the village, the women members were disillusioned over the
concept of SHG and was not willing to participate in any of the activities. With persistent
effort, the group was restarted on 07.03.2008.
The group has 12 members with the following functionaries
● President : M. Maheswari
● Treasurer: A.Shanmugathai
● Secretary : A.Maragathamani
● Community Organiser : S.Pramatchi
Snapshot at RF Loan
Loan Outstanding (as on Dec. 2017) Rs. 2,26,500/Total No. Of loans taken : 32
Total Loan amount taken : Rs. 8,70,000/Memberwise Loan disbursement
S.N Members
No.
o.
Of
Loans
1
V.Rajathi
2
2

S.Alaguthuraichi

2

3

S.Shanmugathai

4

Date

Purpose of loan

Loan
(Rs.)

Amount

24.5.2012
24.10.2017
24.5.2012
24.10.2016
24.5.2012
24.11.2014
24.12.2016
24.10.2017

Agriculture
Education
Agriculture
Education
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture

Rs.20000
Rs.30000
Rs. 20000
Rs.30000
Rs.20000
Rs.30000
Rs.30000
Rs.30000
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4

M.Maheswari

3

24.8.2012
24.10.2014
24.07.2016
24.8.2012
24.1.2015
24.12.2015
24.8.2017
24.8.2012
24.2.2016
24.8.2017
24.8.2012
24.5.2015
24.2.2017
24.8.2012
24.7.2016
24.10.2017
24.4.2013
24.3.2015
24.10.2016
24.12.2015
24.08.2017
24.12.2016
24.10.2017

Agriculture
Rs.20000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
5
A.Shanmugathai
4
Agriculture
Rs.20000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
6
K.Maarithai
3
Agriculture
Rs.20000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
7
S.Maragathamani
3
Agriculture
Rs.20000
Livestock
Rs.30000
Education
Rs.30000
8
K.Muthulakshmi
3
Education
Rs.20000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
9
P.Perumal Ammal
3
Agriculture
Rs.20000
Agriculture
Rs.30000
Education
Rs.30000
10
A.Annaselvam
2
Agriculture
Rs.30000
Education
Rs.30000
11
N.Lakshmi
2
Medical Expenses Rs.30000
Marriage
Rs.30000
Expenses
12
G.Gomathi
1
24.2.2017
Education
Rs.30000
32
Total
Rs.8,70,000/It is clearly evident that the members of this group are reaping benefits in terms of meeting
out their capital investment for their livelihoods, majorly agriculture and also to meet out
medical, marriage and education expenses.
Case study of Vadakku Puliampatti: a Village in Transformation
Located in Vannikonendal panchayat, Vadakku Puliampatti village is one of the intervention
villages of SIVA Trust. It is to be noted that the SHG promotion and microfinance activities
done by SIVA Trust through the Revolving fund had helped in pooling investment and
aiding in lot of members taking up various development activities.
As on December 2017, 9 groups have been formed with around 132 women as members in the
groups. Here are financial details of the SHGs in the village:
● Total savings Rs: 12,17,800/16

● Total loan amount disbursed: Rs:87,20,000/● Total loan outstanding: Rs.18,76,000/● Total No. of loans given: 306
Purpose of loan
Purpose of loan

Amount given (in
No. of loans Rs.)

Agriculture

142

39,65,000

Small Business Loan 70

17,70,000

Emergency Loan

29,85,000

94

Distribution of Loan based on Purpose
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RECOMMENDATIONS & WAY FORWARD
On Systems and Processes
1. It is to be noted that once sanctioned at the group meeting, it might take as long as 20
days for the member to receive a particular loan amount as the RF loans are disbursed
only on 20-24th of every month during the FAs visit. While there is complete
assurance of the loan, the length of the loan cycle is too long. It is recommended to
find appropriate alternatives to address this.
2. Usually the relatively more literate member of the group presides over the group and
group meetings. Experiments could be made to try out leadership rotation and give
opportunity for other members to take up responsibilities.
3. While the loan policy is thoroughly imbibed, there is lack of written document that is
readily available to be communicated to the members. We suggest to create a loan
policy both in English and Tamil.
4. Currently the accounting and MIS system are maintained separately. It is suggested to
combine the system to ease the process or use it at least to tally the two separate
accounts for cross-verification at the end of every month.
5. Currently the cash that comes as loan repayment handled in hand not accounted for in
any bank transaction, due to lack of bank account and ease of transaction. Though it is
currently convenient, it is recommended to figure out a more authentic process to
record transactions in the field.
On New Initiatives and Experiments
6. There might be unfulfilled need and requirement of funds in times of emergencies
like health expenses, accidents, deaths or other unforeseen events. It is recommended
that SIVA trust to provide insurance or social security services to its members.
7. Though the repayment is almost 100% at SIVA Trust, insurance could also serve as
security against the loan amount in case of defaulting or death of the member.
8. While a lot has been attempted as collective ventures before by SIVA Trust (like
tailoring unit, sanitary napkin making) and many failed discussions, it is suggested to
experiment to provide loan to fund a joint venture among 3-10 women, as appropriate.
This might also mean bigger loan sizes and larger benefit.
9. On the same lines, it is suggested to attempt at collective purchasing and selling of
materials that could range from agriculture inputs like seeds, fertilizers to food grains,
pulses, domestic items.
10. There is seems to be little space available both for the member and the SIVA trust staff
to take up civic activities as joint effort like road repair, common well/ tank
renovation to be discussed. It could be made possible by strengthening group
meetings, leadership training and we recommend attempting at it.
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11. As it is the case, there seems to be increased demand for loan where members
requested for loan amount of even Rs.100,000 from SIVA Trust. Though the loan
absorption capacity and subsequently the repayment is questionable, we recommend
to experiment with bigger loan sizes provided there is availability of funds.
12. We learnt that there are SHG-Bank linkages done by few of the groups promoted by
SIVA Trust, but the Trust doesn’t track the flow of those funds. It is recommended to
enable the SHGs leverage bank or other mainstream financial services.
On Way Forward
13. It was learnt that every account is done manually using pen-and-paper method
resulting in repeated data inputting. We recommend to assess the need and facilitate
the use of smart technology and IT-enabled systems to streamline the process.
14. While there has been attempt at enrolling few members, apparently the team met with
resistance from the community to expand it further. It is recommended to
commission a study to understand the need and potential for insurance (like life,
health, accident, property) and/or other social security schemes.
15. It is also recommended that a study could be commissioned to understand the loan
utilisation for IG activities and how better it could be done for similar such loan
demands and requirements in the future.
16. It is understood that SIVA Trust would need professional and techno-managerial
support to raise funds, for project planning and monitoring. We anticipate that this
will enable the Trust to further expand its scope to implement its other
socio-economic projects.
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